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Abstract: The economic stability of an enterprise becomes one of the determining factors of its 

functioning in modern conditions. In this regard, the role and importance of analysis and the search for 

factors of increasing economic stability for the enterprise itself and its counterparties significantly 

increase. Economic instability of enterprises has a negative impact on the state of the economy, entails 

non-payments and a slowdown in business activity as a whole. Therefore, it is necessary to prevent the 

unsustainable situation of enterprises as early as possible. This is possible due to the timely identification 

of factors that affect the level of economic sustainability, as well as timely analysis and the adoption of 

specific measures to restore the economic sustainability of enterprises. Economic sustainability serves as 

the basis for a stable position of the enterprise and a guarantee of its survival. Problems of economic 

sustainability of enterprises are caused by the fact that operational measures, usually carried out in 

changing conditions, allow for a short time to keep the state of the enterprise stable, but do not change 

the situation drastically. This means that they are connected, on the one hand, with a poor vision of the 

development prospects of the enterprise, and on the other hand, with the narrowness of the applied 

approach to diagnosing the existing situation and predicting the change in external factors.  

Keywords: stability, solvency, payment of debts, capital, finance  

 

 
1. Introduction. 

The concept of financial stability of enterprises from the point of view of their 

functioning and working capacity attracts more attention from the theory of the study of 

the issue and practical application. This becomes especially important for the 

organizations of the Russian economy due to the deteriorating conditions of foreign trade 

relations, the introduction of restrictions on the sale and purchase of goods from 

neighboring foreign countries and, as a consequence, the depreciation of the national 
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currency. The introduction of non-lax financial sanctions has become a lever for 

stimulating the activities of commodity producers at the level of the regions of the country. 

The adaptation of production enterprises to the changing conditions of the external 

environment was facilitated by the often changing conditions in the field of accounting 

and reporting. This, in particular, attracts the analysis of such indicators as financial 

stability and solvency indicators. 

The broad application of the term «sustainability» was originally obtained in the 

natural sciences (mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology), as well as to characterize the 

work of technical systems, where the main thing is to maintain the constancy, invariability 

of the system after some initial perturbation. Later, this concept was applied to economic 

systems of different levels (including enterprises), the main feature of which is the 

functioning in a dynamic environment under the influence of a large number of random 

factors, which causes the complex nature of their behavior and management of such 

systems [1]. 

The main condition for the stability of the system is its ability to self-regulation, 

adaptability, ie, adaptability to the changed conditions of the external and internal 

environment. In this regard, an important feature of the concept of «sustainability» in 

relation to an industrial enterprise as an economic system is that it reflects the ability of 

an economic entity to maintain its integrity as a system and simultaneously develop 

(progress), despite the impact of external and internal factors. 

2. Materials and methods. 

In other words, the term «enterprise sustainability» can be considered as «viability», 

which means the enterprise’s ability to withstand negative external and internal 

influences, leading to a loss of stability of its functioning. Of course, an important factor 

influencing the life activity of an economic entity, under conditions of changing external 
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conditions, is a managed factor that depends on the leaders and governing organizations 

— these are internal factors. The most understandable internal factor remains the staff of 

the organization, only from the correct moral and material incentives, as well as increasing 

its labor qualities, it is possible to achieve a greater financial result based on the 

performance of the enterprise. 

Many authors of modern economic literature consider some as external factors: 

— general economic factors, in particular, the decline in the national income, the 

growth of inflation, the slowing of payments, the instability of the tax system, the 

instability of the regulatory legislation, the decline in real incomes of the population, rising 

unemployment; 

— market factors, such as a decrease in the capacity of the domestic market, 

increased monopoly on the market, a significant decrease in demand, an increase in the 

supply of substitute goods, a decrease in the activity of the stock market, instability of the 

foreign exchange market; 

— Other factors, this group will include political instability, negative demographic 

trends, natural disasters. 

On the basis of the dynamics of external factors, the strengths and weaknesses of 

the position of the enterprise in the conditions of the developing market are determined, 

advanced measures for its development are developed and appropriate managerial 

decisions are made. 

Internal factors modern economists subdivide into some directly dependent on the 

activity of the enterprise and include such groups as: 

— Operational factors: marketing, the structure of current costs (share of fixed and 

variable costs), the level of use of fixed assets, the size of insurance and seasonal stocks, 

product range, production management; 
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— investment factors: stock portfolio, investment resources consumption, planned 

project profit amounts, investment management; 

— Financial factors: financial strategy, asset structure (liquidity), the share of 

borrowed capital, the share of short-term sources of borrowed capital, accounts receivable, 

the cost of capital, the level of financial risks, financial management. 

3. Results and Discussion 

Therefore, we consider it important that the most attention should be paid to a group 

of internal factors, because ensuring the optimal relationship between fixed and variable 

costs, choosing the type of activity and product structure, efficient management of 

circulating assets, ensuring a rational capital structure and producing competitive products 

are factors that are completely Or in most cases depend on the organization and style of 

its management and they are easier to «play», they are easier to «tune» than external ones. 

However, it is important to remember that the bankruptcy of the enterprise «… is 

the result of simultaneous negative joint action of external and internal factors» [2]. The 

economic sustainability of an enterprise is a multifaceted concept that is related both to 

factors of the external environment and to internal factors. Therefore, ensuring economic 

sustainability requires the enterprise not only to control the actions of suppliers, 

competitors, management and accounting organizations, but also to continuously analyze 

the external environment, to study and forecast greater opportunities or potential threats, 

the impact of new trends and technological changes [3]. 

At the enterprise it is necessary to form an effective system of management of 

economic stability on the basis of application of methods of forecasting, planning, 

regulation, control and analysis of economic stability. To do this, it is necessary to 

carefully analyze the influence of various factors on economic sustainability over a 

specific period to justify management strategies, make forecasts, and implement plans. 
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1. Introduction. 

In  modern economy are widely used various mathematical methods for solving 

practical problems, and theoretical modeling of socio -economic processes [1, 2]. 

Mathematical methods are an integral part of the methods of any section of economic 

science. The use of mathematical description of economic systems provides new 

opportunities for economic theory and practice development. 

Information technology is a technological framework for the development of 

organizational and economic potential of rural areas [3-6]. It contains the following 

structural elements: mathematical modeling and forecasting of economic development, 

the means and methods of collecting, storing, processing and transmitting information to 

transactors of rural areas [7-13]. Information technologies, namely, mathematical models 

of production can evaluate its efficiency and minimize its costs. The most general answer 

to this question gives the law of diminishing returns, which is also called the «law of 
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diminishing marginal product,» or «the law of changing proportions.» This law states that 

when a variable resource (e.g. labor) is successively accessed to a constant (fixed) 

resource of the firm (e.g., capital or land)  incremental or marginal product attributable to 

each additional unit of a variable source decreases from a certain point. If more workers 

are involved in the service of a fixed resource of production means, in the short run, the 

production volume growth will obviously be slower and slower with the 

increasing  number of the workers employed The law of diminishing returns also works 

in non-agricultural sectors. Imagine a small joiner’s workshop, making wooden frames. 

There is a certain amount of equipment such as lathe, planer and grinding machines, saws, 

etc. in the workshop If the firm hired only one or two workers, total output and the 

productivity level (output per worker) would be very low. These workers would have to 

perform many different operations. As a result the advantages of specialization would be 

lost. In addition, every time you moved the worker from one operation to another, you 

would loose working time, and the machines would mostly stand idle. In short, the 

workshop would work understaffed, and production would be inefficient because of the 

excess of capital compared with labor [14]. 

2. Materials and methods. 

Based on the findings of economic theory, we see that the law of diminishing returns 

can be also applied within a short period of time. That is, if in the process of producing 

goods the units of a variable resource are added to fixed factors, from a certain point, each 

unit of a variable resource will add less value to the total product. In this regard, we 

distinguish four stages of the socio-economic system functioning within a short period of 

time.. 

The first and the second stages are associated with the increasing costs of variable 

resources and achievement of full employment of fixed resources 
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The third stage is intensive employment of fixed resources. The fourth stage is 

characterized by production efficiency decrease due to the use of excessive quantities of 

variable resources[15]. 

One should agree with the assertion that this law reflects the need to maintain the 

resource proportions. It is applicable to all manufacturing processes in socio-economic 

systems and all variable resources when at least one production resource is fixed. To 

understand the law and to follow it in conditions of limited resources means to contribute 

to the effectiveness of production, to achieve maximum output of goods at optimal 

distribution of factors between social and economic spheres. 

Long-run period socio-economic system can change the volumes of all the 

resources used. Therefore, the function  of a long -run production is given in the form of 

isoquant (Fig. 1). 

 

Figure 1. The oquants map of  socio-economic system 

The graphs, showing  the isoquants of different volume of goods production are 
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called isoquants map. At the same time: 

Q1, Q2, Q3 – isoquants of different output; 

Ft – labor efforts; 

Fk – capital employed. 

Shown on the isoquant one and the same amount of goods with different 

combinations of production factors is achieved due to their interchangeability. When 

moving along the isoquant from top to bottom and from left to right simultaneously there 

is an increase of labor use (L), accompanied by a corresponding reduction of capital costs 

(K), i.e. the substitution of capital with labor. This substitution is characterized by the 

concept of «marginal rate of technological substitution of» labor’s capital: 

  (1) 

or 

(2) 

Thus, interchangeability is a characteristic of production factors, which determines 

the possibilities of socio-economic system to choose the cheapest and the most available 

resource when creating social and economic benefits. These factors should be used to 

improve the functioning of the socio-economic system of rural areas. 

Factors of production are not completely interchangeable, each factor performs its 

specific function, which another factor can perform worse or cannot perform .at all. .This 

implies another property of factors – complementarity. It means that the absence of one 

or more resources makes the process of goods production  impossible 

To determine the equilibrium of production it is necessary to study the isocosts (Fig. 
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2). 

 

Figure 2. Socio-economic system isocosts 

3. Results and discussion 

Socio-economic system can spend a fixed amount of money on capital and labor 

employment because of the budget restraints. The budget system is represented with 

equation [2]: 

(3) 

where B is the budget system to purchase the factors; 

Pk Pk   — price of  a capital unit 

K —  amount of capital; 

Pl Pl  —  price of a labor unit 

L — amount of labor. 

Thus, if you have a particular budget system you can theoretically use it to pay for 

labor services only or to purchase or to compensate capital value. Therefore, the 

relationship between production costs and the amount of labor and capital employed 

should be based on the equation of the line which provides the fact that any of these factors 
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can be zero. 

Isoquants and isocosts are combined with to determine the conditions of 

equilibrium. The point of their intersection is the optimal combination of resources [1, 2]. 

Taking into account that isoquant and isocost have the same slope at the point of 

intersection and  the isoquant slope is measured by the marginal rate of technological 

substitution and the slope of isocost is the ratio of resources prices, the equilibrium 

condition of the producer is written as follows: 

(4) 

Thus, the optimum combination of factors employed in benefits production process 

are achieved when the last ruble invested in the purchase of each factor yields the same 

gain in overall production of goods. 

If the marginal product of one of the production factors  in monetary terms is bigger 

than the marginal product of other production factors , to minimize the costs of socio-

economic system, it is advisable to reduce the quantity of the factor whose marginal 

product is smaller and to increase the quantity of the factor whose marginal product is 

bigger. 

To calculate values you can use statistical methods, Lagrange multipliers method, 

and others. 

It is advisable to optimize production factors for economic and social goods 

separately, as the volume of economic and social goods is stipulated not only due to the 

presence of  production factors  in rural areas, but also the method of their combination, 

which allows to describe these goods in two different functions. 

It is clear that the status of territory resources depends on the state of  its fiscal 
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position. Therefore, the activity of municipal and state authorities should be directed to 

creating the conditions providing increase of the resource potential, which means the 

growth of financial and tax potentials of the territory. These measures will contribute to 

the growth of the revenue base and budget revenues of rural areas [16].In such a situation 

managing position of the administration of the subject of the Russian Federation aimed at 

increasing areas activity for budget replenishment /17] is of great importance.. 

We use aggregate indices: 

¾ — based on the fact that the increase in labor costs by1% will 

provide  ¾  increase of released goods; 

¼ — based on the fact that the increase in capital inputs by 1% will provide ¼ 

increase of released goods. 

Let economic benefits in the structure of expenditures be 10%, and social -15%. 

Accordingly, the total income is 100%. The share of economic goods in the overall 

structure is10 and social is 7 social. 

Let    x1 – is   optimal amount of social goods; 

x2 – is optimal amount of economic goods. 

For the two goods a target consumption function is 

 

The price vector is P = (15; 10); net income is 100. 

Marginal utilities — D = 100  

Necessary optimum conditions give the following system of equations (λ is 

Lagrange multiplier): 

((x2-10)3/4)/(4(x1-7)3/4) = 15λ 

3/4((x1-7)1/4)/((x2-10)1/4) = 10λ 
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15×1 + 10×2 = 100 

After substituting the first equation into the second we get: 

3/4((x1-7)1/4)/((x2-10)1/4) = 10*(((x2-10)3/4)/(4(x1-7)3/4))/15 

Expressed from the third equation, x1 and substituting in the last equality, we have: 

3/4((-2/3×2-1/3)1/4)/((x2-10)1/4)-((x2-10)3/4)/(6(-2/3×2-1/3)3/4) = 0 

Solving it relative to x2 will get: x2 = 17/8 

When x2 = 17/8 or 2.125 

x1 = 21/4 or 5.25 

4. Conclusion 

Thus, by setting the initial conditions of social and economic goods under the 

existing socio-economic system constraints, it is possible to determine their optimal ratio 

in the structure of consumption. 
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The consequences of the Chernobyl accident in April 1986 had a significant 

negative impact on the economy and the environment. Radioactively contaminated 150 

thousand square meters. km in the former Soviet Union , mostly in Ukraine , Belarus and 

Russia . In the Russian Federation contaminated by radiation emissions of about 60 

thousand square meters. km to the number of living up to 3 million people. 

It should be noted that many types of pollution have adverse effects on the 

environment, but that the contamination is extremely dangerous for the population, the 

economy, regional ecological and economic systems, including the contamination of 

agricultural land [1]. 

Source of atmospheric deposition of radionuclides on the underlying surface in 

many situations of contamination, including radioactive, is the initial link migration. 

Getting on the earth’s surface, radionuclides are included in the biogeochemical processes 

of migration are redistributed in the soil cover, soil systems — ground and surface water, 
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soil — the plants and later in food and biological circuits. 

Speed and direction of migration of radionuclides determined by a combination of 

factors , primarily , physical and chemical properties of radionuclides and natural 

conditions (mainly the type and condition of the landscape- geochemical system. 

In different situations connected with the incidence of artificial radioactive 

substances into the environment , radionuclides in plants , including agricultural, tend to 

occur in two ways: directly on a roll of radioactive substances from the atmosphere to the 

surface of plants ( foliar or «air» way) and the assimilation of radionuclides from the soil 

mineral nutrition of plants (root , or » soil » way). 

For the first time after the beginning of radioactive fallout (in the case of a single 

emission of pollution) the contribution of the aerial power is particularly high and 50-200 

times may exceed the contribution of the soil source. 

In the formation of the atmospheric reservoir of radionuclides foliar continues to be 

the leading way for 2-5 years, then to the extent of purification of the atmosphere, the 

contribution of both sources is comparable, and further contamination of products will be 

determined by the root assimilation of radionuclides from the soil. 

In separate publications shown that quantitative characteristics of foliar pollution 

vary more widely than indicators of soil pollution, mainly because of greater variability 

of the factors influencing the process of foliar pollution: climatic conditions and biological 

peculiarities of plants during vegetation period [2,3]. 

Development of agricultural production in the area of radioactive contamination 

should be based primarily on the principles of social ecology. Given the availability of 

long-lived isotopes, radioactive and other contaminants, the irrationality implement costly 

remediation, ecological and economic irrationality production of contaminated products 

of agriculture, on the territories with contamination level of 5-15 CI/sq. km it is necessary 
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to drastically reduce and restructure agricultural -to stop the agribusiness . Increase 

investment in agriculture development of «clean» areas by contaminated would provide 

additional net production of agricultural products. 

In terms of radioactive contamination of the basic requirements of the schemes and 

land management projects , implementation of specific management systems in 

agricultural production are to establish definitive criteria for evaluating the radiological 

situation , which should also include limits contamination of the soil layer with / 

agricultural land radionuclides and standards for levels of specific radionuclides in crop 

production and livestock because of its primary completion and processing in the food 

and feed industry [4]. 

To do this , first of all , to make a detailed certification of productive land, including 

forests and shrubs, their classification according to the degree possible economic use , 

including the imposition of restrictions and exclusion. 

Such a sequence of land management actions creates an opportunity for the 

development of specific parameters and content of activities on land management of 

agricultural enterprises. 

In the process of designing a system of crop rotation and the organization of their 

territory must take into account many factors that influence the placement of crops in parts 

of the quantity and quality of the products. Accumulation of radioactive elements in the 

soil depends primarily on its mechanical structure . Plants , in turn , different react to 

accumulation of radioactive substances ( PB) in the soil. The least ability to accumulate 

RVs are cereals, most — culture with greater plant mass. 

Under these conditions, the organization of the territory of rotations required to 

design sites, homogeneous on the degree of contamination for the arrangement of the 

crops with a view to reduce the degree of contamination of the final product harmful 
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impurities. 

In drawing up the plans for the transition to a crop rotation in this case must be 

considered precursors for the projected areas , keeping in mind that this , in turn, can 

significantly reduce the level of contamination of the final product . In view of the lack of 

experience of industrial activity on the radioactively contaminated areas we deemed it 

appropriate to conduct a more thorough study of the rational organization of agricultural 

production in the contaminated area. 

In the present study , in terms of radioactive contamination of agricultural land, the 

peculiarities of accommodation crop rotation and crop established their main features , 

and the first hypothesis about the optimization of production in agricultural enterprises in 

these areas . 

The basic steps for achieving this goal is : 

1. Selection of the object of study that meets the conditions in the introduction. 

2. Investigation of the influence of radioactive contamination on the placement 

of crops. 

3. The establishment of the factors on which depend the quantity and quality of 

the products obtained by radioactive fallout contaminated area. 

4. The development of mathematical economic models that meet the criteria of 

optimality of agricultural production in the affected areas. 

  

The object model is a well-known agricultural enterprise at the time of the solution 

of the structure of production (land and production assets , the direction of specialization , 

the ratio of branches ) located in the contaminated area. 

In terms of contamination of agricultural land may be considered optimal following two 

options cropping the following fields: 
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a) placement, which ensures minimal contamination of the whole (or a selected 

part ) of crop production; 

b) placement, which provides maximum profits for crop, provided that the 

production of each crop contamination is limited to a predetermined level. 

In this study, the authors propose to develop two economic and mathematical 

models appropriate to set out ideas about the optimality criteria of agricultural production 

in contaminated areas. 

The proposed theoretical approaches and methods allow to take into account the 

environmental factor at all stages of development and management decisions, avoid 

adverse environmental effects of economic activities and focus on the implementation of 

the main provisions of the Environmental Doctrine of Russia , in terms of environmental 

safety of agricultural production and sustainable environmental management. 

Developed in the study of economic-mathematical models implemented as a set of 

programs ZEMR. 

ZEMR complex is intended for distribution calculations crops in the fields and 

optimization models, management and support of the database (DB), containing the 

information necessary for the calculation. This complex is focused on the user having no 

special training in the field of programming. User interaction with the complex only 

occurs in the conversation mode. 

In practice, we have developed economic and mathematical models planned to be 

used for calculations in the interest of several farms in a given region of the country , as 

well as information support management decision-making in agriculture in conditions of 

radioactive contamination at the district or provincial level. These circumstances 

necessitate the organization of a special database for storing information about the 

region’s farms , cultivated in these cultures , the possible radiation environment , etc. The 
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creation of such a database will not only easily fill a set of models and optimization 

problems with new components belonging to the same source data , but also provide a 

relatively easy operation of complex programs, relating to the preparation and input data 

and parameters. 

This study developed and experimentally tested database structure regarding 

branches of the plant, i.e. cropping and crop rotation in conditions of radioactive 

contamination of soils. Selecting a base mathematical software was done with the 

following requirements: 

— The possibility of implementing modern information technologies; 

— The presence of a high-level programming language with built-in work with 

databases ; 

— The possibility of organizing an interactive data processing in the menu; 

—Possibility of displaying graphical information; 

—Easy inclusion in complex programs of new features; 

— The inclusion of modules developed using well-known universal programming 

languages; 

— The availability of means to communicate with other computers; 

— The availability of complete documentation in Russian. 

Based on a comparison of available texts programs as a basic software program 

package was developed modeling system «Inter- Expert». This system is a shell of an 

artificial intelligence system designed to solve economic problems and integrates three 

main components: » Data Manager » — the usual means of support and implementation 

of economic calculations, such as database management, electronic records, business 

graphics , etc. . ; » expert System » — a means of creating expert systems , rule-based 

inference conclusions; » natural language » — means of entering queries for information 
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management and initiating consultation expert system using natural language. 

Procedure for drawing up the plan for cropping fields using the simulation results 

can be schematically represented as follows. With some models generated the best option 

plan accommodation crops in the fields. 

Model version of the plan is subject to the examination of an expert in the field of 

agricultural production, and then transformed in the direction recommended by the expert. 

After that the economic evaluation of deviations from the optimal plan transformed. The 

final decision is based on the results of economic evaluation. Following the procedure 

described leads to the construction of the final working version of the plan cropping as 

satisfying as mathematically formalized criteria and intuitive, based on the experience of 

the expert views. 

Reviewed and adapted the criteria for the degree of pollution allowed to ensure the 

integration of environmental factors in all stages of preparation of decisions (public 

administration, forecasting of socio- economic development, the rationale for investment , 

design ) . Of great practical importance is the introduction of accounting for pollution of 

land in the procedures of environmental assessment of economic projects that will 

increase the responsibility of the investor for the consequences of economic activity area. 
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1. Introduction. 

 Most Russian companies act as if branding were just a matter of inventing a name 

and drawing bright packaging. And although many Russian products label is a chaos of 

graphic garbage, it should not be started from the label and the logo. The label and 

packaging are nice little things, but this is not the foundation on which you can build a 

strong brand. 

Very often we come across situations in which the word brand, branding, branding 

sounds. For example: 

— it’s for us to sell at reduced prices for Range Rover and Jaguar cars; 

— this is our «new and improved» from the old one differs only in the inscription 

on the label; 

— this is the price we raise, not because the demand is ahead of the proposal, but 
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because soon the New Year and everyone will be promoted. 

What is branding? What do we mean by this? What kind of work needs to be done? 

The main dangers and delusions? 

There are a lot of definitions of the term «brand». Under the concept of «brand» in 

marketing it is customary to understand a certain stable formed attitude of consumers 

towards a trademark. In Russia, most often in non-specialized publications, «brand» is 

used in the meaning of «registered trademark». 

Initially, the idea of branding was to mark and facilitate the consumer the choice of 

products with higher consumer characteristics, and most importantly — guaranteed 

quality, stable for a long time [1]. 

In our opinion, before embarking on branding, it is necessary to restore order in the 

production sphere, i.e. Where the product or service is produced. Defect-free production 

is the initial state of any company seeking to implement the branding process. Stably 

defect-free production for a long time. It is in Russia that manufacturers, after a successful 

start of production, somehow consider it their duty not to improve but to worsen it, 

reducing costs and making the recipe of production cheaper, in the hope that consumers 

will not notice it. An important step in the formation of branding is to ensure a stable 

quality of the product (service) for a long time. For many it is not difficult to make a single 

lot well. It is necessary that it remains so, regardless of the weather and equipment 

breakdown, and this is more difficult. It should be noted that all branding efforts will only 

make sense if the firm is guaranteed to be able to provide the expected level of quality of 

products or services that your customers want to see. Then, more precise adjustment to 

target groups will be made and an attempt to provide a product level that exceeds 

expectations [2-3]. 

2. Materials and methods. 
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In our deep conviction, branding begins with the study of the product, service, 

consumer, the situation of consumption, the definition of target segments, development, 

the so-called positioning platform. Target segments are allocated on the basis of a similar 

requirement for products. Then they describe the consumer segment. Parameters of the 

description are different, most often found: by behavior patterns (active buyers of brands), 

by demography (18-24 lonely), by competitors (buy brand X), etc. The worst case is the 

description of the target audience: «A man + a woman aged 25 to 45 with an average 

income level.» Such amorphous descriptions do not give anything for pinpointing 

products and advertising campaigns. It can be compared with the following description of 

the segment: «A man + a woman aged 45 to 65 with an average income level, having a 

plot near the city, spend 50% of the time on their farm.» Which target audience will be 

easier to sell, for example, a cultivator? 

Segmentation turns into an unnecessary toy, unless an excellent marketing policy 

is developed for different segments and the company does not adhere to it. Of course, all 

marketing communications should be narrowly targeted to a certain segment. It seems that 

Russian companies have completely forgotten about this, they diligently continue to cover 

the floors in the entrances with their leaflets. They try to compensate for the low response 

with poor design and poor quality of paper. It is better to select the segment in such a way 

that it does not intersect with its main competitors. It would be advisable to choose a target 

segment of a sufficient size, from 3% to 30% of the market share (in order not to attract 

the attention of industry leaders). It’s great if this segment grows over time rather than 

decreases. Ideally, if consumers from this segment have clearly expressed similar needs, 

wishes for a product or service. If a product or service has a successful sales history in a 

company, you should start by examining the current range of customers. It is necessary to 

make sure that the available consumers are the most economically profitable segment of 
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the market [4-5]. How will they behave if the product is cheaper? 

The greatest difficulty in branding is the process of developing a positioning 

platform, which is built on the analysis of existing and necessary technological 

capabilities, analysis of consumer behavior and analysis / prediction of the behavior of 

competitors [6]. 

What is in the proposed product or service such that the consumer will be 

interested? Is it important for him? What price does he consider reasonable? It is known 

that in the trading enterprise at the shelf the consumer will be delayed, no more than for 

5-10 seconds. In a standard supermarket, up to 30,000 products. What is the chance of 

your goods being bought? Therefore, the development of the platform is very serious. As 

a rule, this work begins with the analysis of the commodity category: scrupulously and 

carefully consider all the competing brands for material and emotional benefits. Conduct 

a study on the unmet needs of potential consumers. Identify all the problems and dreams 

of potential consumers. It is important to understand what the preference for brands in a 

particular segment is based on. At the initial stage, in our opinion, it is necessary to 

determine the type of positioning: rational or emotional [7]. The latter has become very 

fashionable in recent years. Apparently, because it is used by brand icons. It should pay 

attention to some of the data that lead specialists in marketing. For example: dominant 

positioning in 1950-1960. — material rational — return on investment in advertising 10-

15%. Dominant positioning in 1990-2010. — Intangible image — return on investment 

in advertising 1-4%. If the company is interested in making high-quality branding, you 

will have to learn to understand and understand what the consumer wants, what he needs, 

and what he is ready to pay money for. The latter is usually very encouraging. If we recall 

that satisfaction equals what was received, minus expectations, it turns out that the buyer 

should always receive more than expected. 
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If the brand of the company is not the first year on the market, it will be very useful 

to compare the desired positioning with the actual one. Most likely, all efforts to call for 

certain necessary associations with the product can drown in the chaos of differently 

directed advertising messages [8]. It should be tested, make adjustments. 

An example of disappointing facts is, for example, the meat processing market, in 

which 70% of Russian brands do not have any position at all. One gets the impression that 

marketing executives simply skipped classes at their MBA school when they taught 

branding («Ostankino is a new standard!» — a new standard of what ?, «Nyam, yum, yum 

— buy Mikoyan» — I want to ask: This is about what?). Not surprisingly, the market 

share of major players is falling rapidly. It is also not surprising that we see a sea of 

identical indistinguishable brands in retail network companies and the consumer has no 

choice but to choose at a price. [9] 

Very often in Russian companies, the concept of «consumer characteristics» is 

replaced by «quality». In fact, the word «qualitative» is a relative term. There is no 

«quality» in marketing. The fact that for one target audience — an exceptional quality, for 

another target audience — an ordinary characteristic of the goods. It will be more correct 

to describe the product in terms of: «quality parameters» or «selection parameters for a 

certain target group», «important consumer characteristics». And, it is not enough to 

distinguish them, they need to be ranked according to the importance for different target 

groups [10]. But this task is extremely difficult and time-consuming. Moreover, different 

parameters behave differently in the situation «for the same price.» For some parameters, 

the consumer is willing to pay extra, other parameters he deems necessary to have by 

default. 

«What the boss likes is something that our consumers will like.» Here is quite 

common, the most incorrect and the most dangerous approach to choosing the target 
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buyers in Russian companies. You can not allow speculation for the consumer, it’s very 

risky. It is especially dangerous when managers start putting themselves in the place of a 

consumer. As a rule, they have a different level of life — higher, and they continue to 

impose their views on how the product should look in their opinion. 

One of the well-known automotive companies conducted research on the topic: 

«For what reason did you buy a car of the X brand?» Expect to hear the answers: 

outstanding design, modern economical engines, spacious interior, etc. The most common 

answer was: «The lowest interest on the loan.» Not the most beautiful, not the most 

reliable, not the cheapest, but the most sold. Therefore, you should always find out why 

you bought this brand, — it may be that others just did not have time to bring it to the 

store. 

In addition, the above should, in our view, pay attention to two common mistakes 

of branding. 

The first is the phenomenon of commoditization. It is very difficult to brand raw 

products, such as granulated sugar, flour. However, they can be branded under the 

condition that there is a real consumer characteristic that is meaningful to the customer. 

For example, salt and flour, if it’s sea salt in cardboard packages or flour pancake with all 

the ingredients necessary for baking. If such uniquely distinguishable features of the 

proposed product does not exist, the company will throw money away by engaging in the 

branding of raw materials. 

The second is the copying of the marketing strategies of the giants. Do not look at 

the brand icons Coca-cola, IBM, Nike, Mercedes, etc. They have their own marketing. 

You need to learn the rules, not exceptions. Coca-cola, IBM, Nike are exceptions. By the 

way, how long did Coca-cola have a major marketing success? And whether it is possible 

to remember the new commercials of the company, or, at least, the new taste of the product 
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for the last about 10 years. With the loss of rational advantages, even such brand giants as 

Kodak quickly disappear into obscurity. You can not try to transfer situations with several 

cultic brands to hundreds of thousands of daily products of the FMCG (fast mooving 

consumer goods) category. 

It is necessary to remember and cunning of products of the first price. If a company 

can afford the lowest price, it will have a slightly different marketing mix. It is necessary, 

in our opinion, to note that the marketing of FMCG products is very different from the 

marketing of pre-selection products. 

In specialized literature one can find criticism of linear extensions. Many are now 

intimidated by the phenomenon of cannibalization. It may seem cruel, but if the company 

does not cannibalize its brand on its own, it will still be done by someone else for it. 

Therefore, do not be shy to attack your own brand. 

In the FMCG goods market, repeated purchases are of particular importance. When 

conducting research after the launch of a new brand, it is absolutely necessary to pay 

attention to repeated purchases. It is especially effective to repeat the survey after several 

weeks of use. The company can learn a lot about how to improve and refine the product. 

At the stage of creating a trademark, the company will decide the issue of a fair 

price, based on the opinion of consumers of its target segment and the competitive 

environment. Many companies simply can not accurately calculate their costs in terms of 

trademarks or, even more difficult, in the SKU (nomenclature position) section. Some 

financiers guard information such as secret weapons. But most often it is difficult to 

determine exactly the amount of costs even by the financiers themselves. Why do 

professionals focus on this. Everything is very simple — demand exists only within the 

price. Despite the pressure of the networks, one can not arrange at the stage of withdrawal 

of the product of the sale at reduced prices. According to experts, the consumer will 
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consider this price as the real fair price of the brand being positioned [11-12]. 

In most marketing plans, some advertising support is expected for the withdrawal 

of a new product to the market. But from this support, there is always no trace in life. It’s 

easy to say that the company is going to spend two million on advertising. It is much more 

difficult for the head to sign such a payment. Therefore, it is possible that the new brand 

will not get the planned advertising support, but the result will still be asked with the 

responsible service. 

But the most recurring mistake managers make is timing. In all Russian companies, 

the brand is created in an «emergency» mode. Justification is usually an irrepressible 

desire to catch the mythical season. The charts are always very dense. Many marketers do 

not have time to return from the general’s office, and it’s time to release a new brand. 

Instead of focusing at least a little on creating a new brand, the marketing director deals 

with operational problems and issues. In rare moments of calm, he tries frantically at least 

something to do with the new brand. And, finally, something not finished seems to the 

management, with a timid request to test. A guide filled with testosterone makes a decision 

to release an unfinished unprotected product. But, alas, the desire at any price to quickly 

enter the market — the biggest mistake. But most of all in this situation, the behavior of 

marketing directors is surprising, either they do not understand the actual terms for 

creating new products, or they really realize that by the time the deadline set by the boss 

approaches, they will no longer be in the company. Most likely, both the first and second. 

For some reason, Russian companies often do not have time to make the brand right 

at the right time, but then they always have to redo something. As a result of the fact that 

different managers with different visions work at a different time, multidirectional 

communications are born, causing irreparable damage to the brand [13]. Experts 

recommend to lay at least two to three months for each of the three stages. The first is the 
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research part and planning. The second is the development of a positioning platform. The 

third one is visualization and communication. If the test shows that the product «did not 

pass,» you should go back one step. It is better to pre-spend one more month to develop 

the product, then change something after the withdrawal and explain to distributors that 

your company will improve. 

As practice shows, a trademark never has a second chance to make a first 

impression. On the expanses of Russian branding of marketing experts, there are many 

traps. An inexperienced regional producer can easily cater for them. 

The fact is that in any market systems compete, not brands. Branding is only part 

of the system, and not a substitution of the entire system [14]. 

For example, it is impossible to achieve small success in the FMCG market without 

having a powerful distribution system. It should be noted that the global trend shows a 

decline in the influence of brands, and, conversely, an increase in the influence of 

distribution.). But after passing through this chain of intermediaries, the product will add 

to the cost and will lose in quality. It is necessary to be able to correctly plan the price on 

the shelf for the end user, taking into account all intermediaries. The thoughtless hobby 

for branding of some companies is surprising, which naively believe that branding alone 

can replace all other parameters of competition. 

3. Results and Discussion 

Summing up the review of the process of branding, we should draw some 

conclusions — the so-called branding resume: 

— a bright differentiating label and a name corresponding to the category are 

conditions necessary but not sufficient for the branding process; 

— branding should start not with product visualization, but with analysis of existing 

and necessary technological capabilities, analysis of consumer behavior, the identification 
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of segments with similar requirements to the product, with analysis of competitors’ 

actions, with the preparation of a positioning platform [15]; 

— should not, in our opinion, copy the marketing strategies of brand icons; the 

principle «we do not have so much money, so we have to think» should work; 

— it is important to pay enough attention to the rational characteristics of the 

product or service; simply defect-free production is no longer enough, commodity 

markets, first-price goods and long-term goods develop according to their own rules; 

• it is advisable to set realistic deadlines; It is always necessary to test the 

product, the service before launch; 

• in the FMCG market, systems, not brands, compete, so you need to pay equal 

attention to commercial policy; 

• you should not trust the newfangled techniques that promise an instant result 

— marketing magic does not exist. 
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Abstract: In the article the necessity of computer-, Internet- and mobile learning is discussed. The 

reasons for CALL (Computer-Assisted Language Learning) and MALL (Mobile-Assisted Language 

Learning) integration in the educational process are also given. Different approaches to the technology 

of mobile education and Internet-based education are presented and some of them are briefly described. 

The article also explores the reasons for game-based mobile applications as a part of mobile learning and 

gives the description of such an application for professional language learning. The study is based on the 

open learner model and the game worked out by Taiwanese IT specialists and implies other strategies 

worked out by different lecturers, instructors and scientists. Brief characteristics of a mobile application 

for medical students are theoretically described. And thus, the conclusion id made that the usage of a 

smartphone can incorporate references to Internet resources beside using its built-in options in the 
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1. Introduction 

Technology has always been present in the educational process. However recently 

with the fastest development of computer science and in the context of the society 

conversion into the informational one educative technologies have undergone changes. 

Nowadays we are facing the knowledge and information era of almost all the processes in 

our every-day life. Thus the two concepts are becoming highly valuable for a 

contemporary employee. The moving of the occupational sites from “the factory to the 

office” implicates a prospective labor unit to possess high level of digital literacy skill [1: 

6]. New concepts and approaches are mostly based on the computer-, Internet- and 

mobile-assisted learning.  All these leads to informatization of education, which means 
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the new demands to a competent graduate such as highly appreciated on the labor market 

skills of getting, processing and usage of information [2]. 

2. Materials and methods 

The aforementioned factors entailed the new educational paradigm which is called 

“new” literacy [3], or called by some scientist “digital literacy” [4] or “electronic literacy” 

[5]. 

Mark Warschauer [5] in his research writes that “the technological, economic, and 

social transformations of the digital era pose three important literacy and learning 

challenges that can be summarized as past/future, home/school, and rich/poor”. Thus, the 

first correlation deals with the differences between the former accent on texts reading and 

translating and contemporary needs in digital literacy and interaction with participants 

from all over the world. The second correlation refers to the gap between the media-rich 

and autonomous literacy experiences that many children enjoy at home and the often more 

restrictive literacy practices they engage in at school [6]. And the third one refers to the 

differences in the possibilities of the children from high and low socioeconomic status 

families, moreover that this implies the higher value of and higher salary for the well-

digital educated, giving them the possibilities of getting better positions, and 

simultaneously reducing payment for unskilled jobs. 

In this context, the educational technologies must adapt to the students’ demands 

and stay ahead their experience, but not behind. 

Firstly, computer-assisted learning is a real support not only for a subject competence 

formation but for IT integration into the learning process thus simultaneously developing 

them. 

As for English language learning (ELL), all the four skills (reading, listening, 

writing and speaking) may be formed in computer-assisted language learning [1, 7, 8, 9, 
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10]. The same is with Internet tools. Educators have studied benefits and challenges of 

introducing social nets like Facebook [11, 12] and Twitter [13], social networking sites 

[14], Google tools [15]. For example, García states that blogging has the potential for 

collaborative and autonomous work outside the classroom [FB plataforma]. Moreover, 

other Internet-based technologies have become widespread in teaching English. Aydin 

[16] in his research argues that the use of blogs in ELL “plays an important role in 

developing learners’ interaction, competencies and communications in the target language 

[16: 252]. Other scientists emphasize the function of blogging as improvement of reading 

and writing skills, grammar and vocabulary [17, 18, 19, 20]. Sysoev [21] explores the 

nature and benefits of podcasts in the learning process. He also describes the stages of 

students work with podcasts and their own podcasts creation. The more profitable 

podcasts are for listening and speaking skills development, as well as IT skills. [22] 

combine podcasts and videos into videocasts. Their research focuses on the alternative 

ways to make lessons more dynamic. The questionnaire given to students after working 

with videocasts showed that they felt more active and more motivated. 

Still the technology of mobile education is being studied more now: that is the use 

of any portable device in education, such as tablets and PDA. With the smartphones 

entering our lives the focus of mobile learning has shifted to investigating mobile phones 

abilities and overall mobile applications designing that are widely used in tourism, 

banking as well as education. Bachore [23] describes merits and demerits of Mobile-

assisted Language Learning (MALL). Biel [24] explores the ways to use smartphones 

built-in functions that can be useful in learning, mostly camera and dictaphone. Liu, M., 

Navarrete, C. C., Maradiegue, E. & Wivagg, J. [25] interviewed teachers in their research 

which finally showed that the following options were mostly used in the classroom: 

calculator, calendar, accessing Internet, maps, music and podcasts, and checking weather. 
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As for media creation voice recorder, notes, still camera and video camera were also 

involved in the learning process.  The usage of other applications is rather rare, still 

scientist speaking about MALL describe already designed existing mobile applications for 

educational purposes [25, 26]. Often they are just resources such as dictionaries, 

translation tools, flash cards application, etc. Kapranchicova [27] combines MALL with 

Internet technologies and explores their benefits in developing the four skills of ELL. 

3. Results and discussion. 

At this stage the application itself should be described. The graphic imaging of a 

learner model depends on the learners’ age and in case with students it varies from major 

to major. For schoolchildren pet, could be taken. The benefits of a companion pet as an 

open learner model were described by Chen, Chou, Deng and Chan [28]. They thoroughly 

explored all the components of a model and gave the objectives of this model functioning. 

They described a dog as a which is to be nurtured thus getting the awareness of individual 

progress. Moreover, a group pet (“Our-Pet”) was introduced which added an element of 

competition and made students motivated and responsible for their individual learning 

strategies. 

Another game-based example was provided by J.Ch. Yang, K.H. Chien, T.Ch. Liu 

[29]. In this game students taking care of a cyber-dog learn to use electric appliances 

consequently trying to preserve the dog’s life. Their success or faults are reflected by the 

dog’s emotions and health. Here we have a good example of combining the two functions 

of a specially designed mobile application: learning and assessment. In case with students 

and ELL an application combining a learner open model and dame-based learning may be 

introduced. It can be show on an example for medical students learning English. 

An open learner model is a human, who is just starting a career of a doctor. This 

character can be drawn using CorelDraw or Maya (for 3D figures) software. The students 
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during mini-games incorporated into the application can earn coins and then buy uniform 

and equipment. Or they may choose learning option and having passed a number of 

lessons get a professional certificate. The aim is to get a professional model well and up-

to-date equipped and qualified. Mini-games can be programmed for iOS and Android or 

may contain only the instructions involving side resources or additional activities aside 

from application: find information, collect bibliography, record and audio/video. These 

additional activities are assessed by the teacher who after that gives an individual code for 

completing the game. 

4. Conclusion  

Mobile learning is not restricted to the built-in options of a smartphone or other 

portable device; it may include Internet tools or other applications for educational 

purposes. A well-programmed and designed mobile application can combine learning and 

assessment functions, making students more self-aware about their success. Game-based 

applications also contribute greatly into students’ motivation and responsibility for their 

educative actions. 
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1. Introduction 

True loyalty is the commitment of customer to a particular company, approval of 

methods, goals, resources and policy activities, both in relation to the client and to the 

whole environment of business – internal and external. Therefore, all these components 

should be as open as possible to any client. And every service personnel must be sincere 

carrier of ideas of the company in which he works [1]. 

Loyalty is the preference of a man of a certain brand, product, place, the seller that 

makes buying, sometimes even sacrificing something. If the customer buys just because 

it is convenient, profitable, need, is there loyalty or not — is still not clear. 

2. Results and Discussion 

If the client buys again — it is also not proof of loyalty: it can be, simply had no 

other choice. Repeated and deliberate purchase under the influence of a sense of 

preference, where the client makes sacrifices, is a demonstration of true loyalty. 

For example, the client goes through the city in the same gym, although near the 

house there is another, similar like a twin brother. How did this preference, this true 
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loyalty?  It is not known. It may well be that it was the result of deliberate actions of 

management and employees of the fitness center. 

These purposeful actions, which are very likely cause a feeling of attachment 

among the target audience, are the loyalty program. 

A common way of attracting customers is the use of low prices and discounts [2]. 

But in a psychological sense, such programs do not adequately call loyal. If the seller of 

goods or services makes a discount, then, most likely, the price was originally too high. 

Therefore, to build a loyalty program only on discounts is a wrong strategy. 

A loyal customer is a client who wants to buy a product or order a service only from 

a particular seller. But this should not mean that he does so because the firm’s product or 

service is cheaper. Always on the market, there may be a competitor who will offer more 

favorable price. In this case, the customer will go to another dealer. Our only option is to 

help the client in solving his problems. When a person has some need, he turns to a specific 

company for help. This company efficiently, quickly and at an affordable price provides 

this product or service. A satisfied customer will always return here again and will 

recommend   this company not only because it has low price, but because it is 

advantageous and convenient in all respects. 

All existing loyalty programs, which are currently implemented by companies, 

based on an appeal to the prudence of customers. But we should not forget that companies 

do not always beneficial to support this loyalty. Once launched the customer loyalty 

program may not be removed from the practice because it will greatly affect the reputation 

of the organization. So before you launch into action any of the programs, you must 

predict the consequences of its development in practice and to calculate whether will be 

advantageous from the point of view of profitability it is these methods of attracting 

customers. 
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In other words, loyalty is the positive attitude of the customer to the company, its 

brand, to all activities, to the promoted product, company personnel and many other 

aspects. Generally, customer loyalty is determined by the duration of use of the client 

services company, not leaving to competitors [4]. 

Speaking about what is customer loyalty, it is worth noting the key importance of a 

positive user experience. If the person with the product or service had a positive 

experience with the company, the likelihood that he will return here again, is quite high. 

A number of studies have shown that people, who are satisfied with the purchase of 

a product or service, with a considerable degree of probability will have a positive attitude 

to other suggestions of the same brand, the same organization [5]. Moreover, the inclusion 

of the audience in a special exclusive loyalty program, the presence of which allows to 

work with the company on privileged terms, significantly strengthens the commitment to 

the already valuable users. 

It is not necessary to perceive commodity-money aspect as the only way to leave a 

favorable impression on the client. You should know that in the market there are many 

companies providing services similar to your and often at a better price. However, it is 

important for clients not only this. If the company’s image, mission, its public activity or 

relationship to their work coincides with the perception of the user, if you can create an 

emotional attachment toward the brand, consumers will agree to pay a little more just to 

support you, or to feel connected to your business. 

An example is the huge interest in the first day of sales of the new line of i-phone 

with updated and not in the direction of reducing prices. Consumers seeking to buy the 

latest gadget release, do not expect benefits. 

Proof of the necessity of stimulating and logical building of loyalty is: 

— 20% of the client base of the organization brings 80% of earnings (the well-
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known principle of Pareto); 

— a satisfied customer talks about his experience on the average three friends, and 

unsatisfied — says negative ten; 

— the money spent on strengthening the loyalty of one customer will be repaid 

within a year; 

— if the company considers that it is expensive, then they should know that the cost 

of attracting a new customer, as a rule, five times higher than on its retention; 

— the growing number of satisfied customers by 5% can increase the company’s 

revenues by 50% [6]. 

From the foregoing it follows that the loyalty of existing and potential customers is 

one of the most important factors in the development of the company. 

The question is — do they always need to stimulate consumers? The answer is quite 

unexpected — no. And even, in some cases, this may lead to the opposite effect — the 

loss of the client. 

Client is better to leave alone in some cases. 

First. A situation which can be called “buttery butter”. The client constantly uses 

the services of specific service organizations; the level of consumption close to the 

maximum, there is no signs of decreasing of his loyalty to the company. In this situation, 

you should not fill customer different stimulating promotions. The optimal strategy in this 

case will be a moderate promotion of the current models of customer behavior. The 

company needs to thank this customer in the case (key word — «in the case»). As an 

incentive or appreciation it is better I use pleasant surprises, not exposing any of the 

conditions to obtain them. 

Second. The situation — «retaliation». The client may get angry if he offered to use 

the bonuses (to join the loyalty program) after he had an unpleasant incident with the 
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service of this organization. In this case, before stimulating  the client should repay the 

dissatisfaction with the company (product, service), otherwise, the best deals can only 

exacerbate a negative reaction. In such a situation the company better to apologize and to 

charge the offended customer additional bonuses as compensation. 

Third. The situation under the conditional name «bad foods customer». There are 

two types of motivation. The first is based on the internal needs of a person, let’s call it 

«emotional». The second, which is stimulated through rewards, or «rational». The use of 

rational motivation can neutralize emotional motivation. An example of this approach can 

be seen in companies that use financial prizes for the “likes” in social networks or 

subscribe to the company’s website. This stimulation leads to the fact that customers no 

longer «like» posts free of charge, and their expectations of rewards, each time only 

growing. 

There is no and cannot be a single recipe for successful management of customer 

loyalty. How many companies, so many recipes. Moreover, indeed  – how many clients – 

so many should be recipes loyalty. The only thing that can save the raging imagination of 

the managers – a common algorithms of actions. 

High level of emotional involvement of the client into a particular company does 

not guarantee regular purchases (visits), but this is the ultimate goal of service 

organizations. For example, a woman dreams of visiting an expensive salon, however, she 

uses the services of the budget salon due to financial constraints. 

At the same time, the presence of regular visits (purchases) does not guarantee 

loyalty. Sometimes the customer uses the services (brand) because of the presents of some 

limits at the moment,  life circumstances or, for example, the lack of alternatives. As soon 

as competitors will offer him the best conditions, the client will reconsider their 

preferences and move on to another seller (service provider). 
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This may mean that the emotional and rational components of loyalty as the unity 

and struggle of opposites are the basis of long-term relationships with customers. The 

customer is truly loyal, when both components of loyalty are in balance and meet his 

preferences. A service organization must not only meet customer needs but to give him 

positive emotions, engaging in the process of creating additional value – trust. 

There is another important aspect which cannot be avoided, which is noted in a 

number of studies suggests that in the basis of fast and stable development of the 

organization of sphere of service is the loyalty of the staff. Because the team, component 

of a company is the basis of everything. However, many managers mistakenly believe that 

the loyalty is the ordinary trustworthiness — that is, formal adherence to internal rules 

and regulations. Some people include here also common courtesy of the staff. One must 

not confuse these concepts. Moreover, the loyalty of the employees of the organization in 

sphere of service should be the goal of any Manager, because this factor can significantly 

increase productivity, improve the atmosphere in the team and bring many other benefits 

[6]. 

How to achieve employee loyalty of the organization? Loyalty of the company — 

not a formal quality of a person. It means a deep trust and respect, pride in their company. 

In the ideal case, if the company’s mission and its main objectives coincide with the plans 

of a particular employee on their own future, and resonate with his views on the world as 

a whole, such loyalty is true and unbreakable. It is worth remembering that the basis of 

any relationship is trust. As it turned out, not important — a good social package and new 

furniture in the office, but simple human trust to his neighbor. 

That’s why, for example, if you don’t believe that your employees are able to work 

efficiently, having access to social networks, and therefore blocking them, then you need 

to change something. And not necessarily change the employees or staff selection, or 
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maybe just their attitude towards them. In other matters, all cases are unique and much 

depends on the business and the leader himself. 

Employees should be aware of the purpose of the company split, and informal 

welcome. Therefore, the important place takes the brand strategy of the organization. You 

should remind about it employees quite often. Should allow employees to Express their 

opinions, influence what is happening within the company and really grow your career. 

An organization where its members have no voting rights and prospects, is turning into a 

quagmire, where the natural solution is either to escape or to adapt to the musty swamp 

environment — sit quietly in your seat, sipping coffee and creating only the visibility of 

the work [8]. 

What is loyalty in the organization in sphere of service really can only be 

understood after a long activity in the study of this process. Opportunities should be 

provided for employees to feel respected by their leaders. It is necessary to encourage 

initiatives of colleagues, to strengthen corporate culture for a long time. And only after 

that will form a real team of loyal professionals. 

3. Results and Discussion 

Thus, loyalty is, first and foremost, a marketing communications tool that allows 

you to create a company image, attract new clients and partners, worthy to fight with 

rivals, achieve higher levels of sales, to generate new markets. The range of use of 

methods of loyalty are diverse and extensive. Design and development of loyalty 

programs – a promising direction, which allows to increase the competitiveness of service 

organizations in the market, ultimately to increase the company’s profit and lead to new 

horizons of development. 
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